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1. Tell us a little about your situation,
business, family etc.
We are a family business Mandi (admin/enforcer),
Maybelle (Bellie helps by getting into the office
stationary and drags it all the round the house)
and me. I have been in the Plumbing Industry since
1998 starting as an apprentice with a plumbing
commercial mechanical services company for 5
years. Then I entered the real world of plumbing,
sanitary and maintenance, which was a very steep
learning curve as I had not even change a tap
washer before. I subcontracted to my brother and a
mate until 8 years ago, when I decided it was time
to have a crack myself.

2. What’s the biggest challenge you’ve faced
in the last 12 months?
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Where do I start! We have started to contract to a
company that is one of the major players who service
the real estate property management industry. We are
doing all there heater service work and carbon
monoxide testing. So I have challenges with staffing,
procedures, cash flow, work flow, dealing with
government bodies, Sponsoring a guy from the UK
to be a gas tech, and a new one for me - office
politics (my favourite so far).

3. How have you tackled that challenge?
How do you feel about it?
Well some days with beers and others tears. That is
not totally correct (beers yes). It has been like
starting a new company so most days I have the fire
in the belly like I when first I started up Guardian. I
have my eye on the prize and I know all the hard

work, meetings and stuff ups help build great
procedures.

knowledge with similar goals and ambitions. We’ve
made some great life long friends.

I was watching Landline last Sunday on the ABC and
there was this 85 year old bloke who built his own one
man saw mill when he retired from the logging
industry and still works his mill 3 days a week. He
came out with a classic line “the person who has not
made a mistake has not made anything”. I tend to try
to live my life by that philosophy, if you stuff up learn
from it and move on.

5. Where do you see your business in
5 years?

4. How have you and your business changed
since joining LTG?
We joined LTG over 4 years ago and have seen a
significant difference as each year passes.
Our profits have increased thanks to our improved
understanding of biz: break even, target market and
figures.
This understanding has allowed us to hit the slopes
o/s knowing that the business will still be in good
shape on our return.
A huge benefit has been the member website. The
enormous amount of templates, procedures and
systems have been worth their weight in gold.
LTG has saved us countless hours – no more
working late into the night. A true marriage saver!

I will be the Director of the plumbing division of the
company we contract too. Maintain Guardian Plumbing
as a profitable biz very little input from myself. Being
“paperless” in the next 6 -12 months.

6. What are the top 3 things you have learnt
about business that you would recommend
to others and WHY?
Tip 1: & why
Get paid before you leave on all private jobs.
If you’re not on flat rate make sure your guys have
priced stock list so they don’t ring you for prices.
Tip 2: & why
Have a procedure manual so you give it to a
new staff member. Less calls with silly questions.
Tip 3: & why
Treat your staff well. Without them you are
stuffed.
Tip 4
The extra and most important one - ‘happy
wife = happy life’!

7. Favourite tool and why?
Eftpos machine, Bpress tool, drains jetter and
camera. They either make your life easier, bring in
the money quicker or good money earners.

8. Tell us something quirky about yourself
that your buddies don’t know.
This is a hard one, I take the micky out of all my
mates and I’m pretty much an open book to them to
give some sort of ammo to get back at me.
But I guess they wouldn’t know I’m partial to the
trash mags and the gossip columns that Mandi
reads... “for the perv of course”.

9. Who would you most like to have lunch
with and why?

Personally I’m more confident – with clients,
decision making and problem solving.
I’ve
developed a ‘can do’ attitude plus I am way calmer
with the guys who work for me. Getting angry gets
you nowhere fast.
The opportunity to speak with other tradies and
their partners has been invaluable. A wealth of

That old timer who was on Landline. I’m sure
he would have a story or 2 and could teach me some
life lessons.
Keith Richards from the Rolling Stones. We share
the same birthday, I’m keen know if can he can
remember what he was doing the day I was born in
1970.
And Mandi of course, to keep things from getting
out of hand.
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